Freaque (freak or rogue) waves were first recognized by Draper (1964) nearly four and one-half decades ago. But in recent years the concept and terms of freaque (freak or rogue) waves have become popularized in media and other fields so much so that they have been adverted or alluded frequently in a plethora of relevant, semi-relevant, or even irrelevant cases. For the ocean wave studies, however, freaque waves remain underexplored beyond a number of theoretical as well as empirical conjectures. We still do not really know where, when, why and how do freaque waves occur. As in many severe storm cases where freaque waves were implicated, we do not even know how to differentiate between a freaque wave and a storm generated wave, whether they were the same, or whether they can both exist simultaneously.
One of the most tragic cases of shipping disasters, the loss of bulk carrier MV Derbyshire during Typhoon Orchid in September 9, 1980 in Western Pacific south of Japan, with all hands (42 crew and two wives) on board perished. There were two official investigations into the possible cause of the loss. Perhaps Faulkner (2000) summarized the findings of all those investigations best by his postulate that "a steep elevated abnormal wave probably collapsed the forward hatch covers during Typhoon Orchid." As one of the appointed assessors who examined all possible loss scenarios in light of underwater survey of the wreckage and experiments, Faulkner's finding is certainly authoritative. The postulate of the cause of a steep abnormal wave, however, while entirely conceivable will remain to be a speculative conjecture unless actual measurement or veracious evidence can be manifested.
Are there freaque waves during a hurricane, typhoon, or severe storm? In this paper we expect to answer this question from wave measurements made near Taiwan during Typhoon Krosa in October 2007. Not knowing for certain what to expect, we found rather astonishingly that there are more freaque wave types during the building of the storm than we have ever anticipated. We also developed an empirical wave grouping approach to identify freaque waves from time series wave data, since conventional approach of defining freaque waves as H max /H s >2 is somewhat ineffective in discerning all the conspicuous cases.
